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SUMMARY

A reconstruction method has been developed for recovering pin burnup charac-
teristics from fuel cycle calculations performed in hexagonal-z geometry using the
nodal diffusion option of the DIF3D/REBUS-3 code system. Intra-nodal distributions
of group fluxes, nuclide densities, power density, burnup, and fluence are efficiently
computed using polynomial shapes constrained to satisfy nodal information. The
accuracy of the method has been tested by performing several numerical bench-
mark calculations and by comparing predicted local burnups to values measured for
experimental assemblies in EBR-II. The results indicate that the reconstruction
methods are quite accurate, yielding maximum errors in power and nuclide densities
that are less than 2% for driver assemblies and typically less than 5% for blanket
assemblies.

I. INTRODUCTION

The methods used to recover detailed (pin-wise) information from coarse reactor representa-
tions, usually referred to as "reconstruction" methods, have reached a high level of development for
Light Water Reactors.1'3 These reconstruction methods are becoming standard analysis tools
because they extend the usefulness of computationally efficient nodal schemes4 and eliminate the
need to perform full-core fine-mesh computations. However, because they have been designed for
Cartesian geometries, existing reconstruction methods are not directly applicable to reactors with
hexagonal unit cells, such as liquid-metal cooled reactors (LMR's), gas cooled reactors, and high-
conversion light water reactors.

Here we describe techniques for reconstruction of intra-nodal distributions of group fluxes,
nuclide densities, power density, burnup, and fluence from full-core nodal-diffusion/depletion calcula-
tions performed in hexagonal-z geometry using the DIF3D/REBUS-3 code system.5-6 Although the
techniques have been designed primarily for fast-spectrum LMR analysis, many of these techniques
probably can be extended to other types of reactors with hexagonal cells.

II. FULL-CORE CALCULATIONS

Specific features of the full-core calculations (on which the reconstruction schemes are based)
include:

1. The diffusion solution is obtained Ubing the nodal hexagonal-z geometry option? of the
DIF3D code.5 This method has been shown to be significantly more efficient than finite-
difference (triangular-z) calculations based on equivalent accuracy.7-8 The current formula-



tion of this method restricts its use to problems with spatially constant cross sections within
each computational node.

2. The nuclide transmutation equations are solved explicitly by the fuel-cycle modules of the
REBUS-3 code6 ; the node-average nuclide densities at the end of each depletion time step
are determined by a "block depletion" approximation using the node-average group fluxes.

Scoping calculations were performed for 450 and 900 MWt radially heterogeneous LMR's9 to
confirm the adequacy of the block depletion approximation as a basis for LMR flux reconstruction.
Comparisons of block and point depletion calculations (performed using the same mesh for the f'ne-
mesh finite difference flux solution) indicated that the block depletion approximation provides accu-
rate multi-cycle predictions of kell and of node-average fluxes and number densities. In addition, the
detailed flux distributions obtained using the point and block depletions agreed very closely; intra-
nodal heterogeneity arising from non-uniform depletion effects (or from the use of different pin types)
was found not to influence greatly the within-node flux distribution in fast reactors, fundamentally
because of the long neutron mean free paths relative to the assembly size. These results indicated
that (a) the block depletion approximation does not appreciably degrade the accuracy of the average
flux information to be used in the reconstruction scheme, and (b) the adoption of nonlinear iterative
schemes10.11 into the DIF3D nodal method to account for nonuniform intra-nodal burnup effects is
not necessary for LMR applications.

III. RECONSTRUCTION METHODS

III.A Intra-nodal Flux Distribution

After the global solution is calculated by REBUS-3 using the nodal hexagonai-z geometry
option7 of the DIF3D code, the intra-nodal pointwise group flux is approximated for every node by
assuming the flux within a node is separable in the hex-plane and axial directions. With this separa-
bility assumption, the axial flux distribution of a node is interpolated for every group by a cubic poly-
nomial in a manner consistent with the DIF3D nodal formulation. The coefficients of the cubic
polynomial are determined by requiring the node-average flux, the top and bottom surface-average
fluxes, and the z-directional flux moment to be reproduced. The hex-plane flux distribution is interpo-
lated for each group g by a non-separable polynomial of the form:

rm-nsk

§ (x.y) = \ \ tfnn^y" (1)
m,n=0

In order to determine the order of the polynomial, k , and the coefficients, cPmn , of Eq.(1), several
combinations of the available nodal quantities have been examined with respect to accuracy and
simplicity of interpolation. Based on several preliminary numerical tests, 13 nodal quantities (one
node-average flux, six surface-average fluxes, and six surface-average net currents) and six local
corner fluxes have been selected to be reproduced. The surface-average net currents (normal deriv-
atives of the flux) are included in the constraints, since it has been found that the interpolation accu-
racy is improved by a factor of -2 (for assemblies having large flux gradients) when the currents ars
required to be reproduced in addition to the flux information. However, the planar flux moments are
not included in the constraints, since they increase the polynomial order ( k) to seven without any
noticeable improvement of accuracy. The corner fluxes are included in the constraints as has been
done in Cartesian geometry,3-5,12 S j n c e j t n a s ^een snOwn that the flux expansion constrained only
by nodal values is not sufficiently accurate.1

In hexagonal geometry, unlike Cartesian geometry, we need at least a 6th order polynomial in
order to reproduce the above 19 base values, because these 19 constraints are not independent in



the polynomial space whose order is less than six. With this 6* order polynomial required to repro-
duce the 19 base values, the 28 coefficients of Eq.(1) are determined in terms of the 19 given base
values and 9 arbitrary constants. By requiring the interpolation function be invariant under the sym-
metry operations of the hexagon (6 rotations and 6 reflections), the 9 arbitrary constants are reduced
to two, and the hex-plane distribution of the g"7 group flux, <J>B(x,y), can be represented with the given
node-average flux ($ g ) , surface-average fluxes ( $s

gl), corner fluxes (<)>£,•), and surface-average net
currents (Jg,) as:

with the cardinal function sets {F""}, {Fj), {F?}, and {Ff} and the kernel function set {/^}, which are
invariant under the symmetry operations of the hexagon. The remaining two arbitrary constants in
Eq.(2), ck, are determined by requiring Eq.(2) to reproduce lower order polynomial shapes (e.g.,
constant flux) exactly. By this requirement, the two constants are determined to be zeros, and a
unique interpolation function is obtained, which reproduces lower order polynomial shapes (up to 5*
order) exactly.

In order to determine the comer fluxes used in the hex-plane flux interpolation, the planar flux
distribution is assumed to be biquadratic (less the x 2 / term ) in each of the three nodes sur-
rounding a comer point. A system of 24 equations can be obtained (to determine the 24 coefficients
of this expansion) by preserving node-average and surface-average fluxes, requiring additional flux
and current continuity conditions, and imposing a "source free" condition at a corner point. By deter-
mining the coefficients, an expression for a corner flux, which is analogous to that derived by Lindahl
for Cartesian geometry,12 can be obtained as:

n=1 n=1

where Dgn represents the g^ group diffusion constant of node n.

III.B Infra-nodal Nucllde Densities

The intra-nodal (pinwise) nuclide densities are calculated in one of two ways. In the first way,
which is applicable to conventional assemblies with nominally uniform beginning of life (BOL) densi-
ties and smooth density variation after depletion, the surface and corner densities are first calculated
by solving the nuclide transmutation equations using the surface-average and comer fluxes. Using
these surface-average and corner densities as well as the the node-average density from the nodal
solution and making the assumption of hex-planar and axial separability, the hex-plane densities are
interpolated at the center of each fuel pin by a 4th order polynomial. Similar to the case of flux inter-
polation, the interpolation polynomial is required to preserve the above 13 base values and to be
invariant under the symmetry operation of the hexagon. With these requirements, the hex-plane dis-
tribution of the nuclide density of the isotope m, Nm(x,fl, is uniquely determined by the given node-
average density ( A/m), surface-average densities ( hfmi), and corner densities ( hfmi) as:

(4)



where {HP*}, [Hf], and {Hf} represent the cardinal function sets which are invariant under the sym-
metry operations. The axial density distribution is interpolated by a quadratic polynomial using the
node-average density and the top and bottom surface-average densities.

The second method of computing local nuclide densities is applied to specified "special" pins in
assemblies with different types of fuel pins (e.g. experimental assemblies in EBR-II); in this case, the
densities are not smooth functions of position within the assembly and cannot be determined by
interpolation. The special pin nuclide densities are, therefore, calculated by point depletion, i.e.,
solving the depletion equations with the interpolated fluxes. For each axial pin segment contained in
a given node, the top, axial-average, and bottom densities are calculated along the center line of the
segment. Using these three values, the axial density distribution is interpolated by a quadratic poly-
nomial.

III.C Intra-nodal Power Distribution

After the intra-nodal nuclide density distributions are computed, the pointwise energy conver-
sion factor (ECF) can be calculated. The intra-nodal power distribution is then calculated with this
pointwise ECF and the reconstructed group fiuxes. Even though this pointwise power "calculation" is
less efficient than the "interpolation" of pin powers (an option for conventional assemblies) from
node-average, surface-average, and corner powers, it is more accurate by a factor of -2 , because
the "calculated" power is obtained using group flux distributions constrained to satisfy the surface-
average net currents: whereas the "interpolated" power contains no information about the currents.

lll.D Intra-nodal Burnup and Fluence Distributions

The intra-nodal (pinwise) burnup and fluence distributions are calculated in a similar manner as
the nuclide densities. For conventional assemblies, the surface-average and corner values as well as
the node-average values of fluence and burnup are calculated using the node-average, surface-
average, and corner fluxes. The burnups are computed from the ratio of the atoms destroyed by fis-
sion over the burn step to the fissionable atoms initially present as defined in REBUS-3. The total
fluences are calculated as the integrals of the fiux over energy and time, while the fast fluences are
computed as the integrals over energy greater than the fast flux energy threshold and time. For the
fast fluence integral over the group in which the fast flux energy threshold is located, logarithmic
interpolation is used as in DIF3D. Using these node-average, surface-average, and corner values,
the hex-plane distribution of burnup and fluences are interpolated by 4 fh order polynomials, and the
respective axial distributions are interpolated by quadratic polynomials in the same way applied to
the nuclide density distributions. For the special pins, the burnup and fluences are explicitly calcu-
lated using the interpolated fluxes at the center of each fuel pin.

IV. TEST RESULTS

Benchmark calculations have been performed for three reactor models representing 450 and
900 MWt LMR's and the Experimental Breeder Reactor (EBR-il). Static and depletion calculations for
these reactors have been performed in two and three dimensions to test the accuracy of the recon-
struction schemes and to determine the error contributions attributable to:

1. Errors in the information provided by the DIF3D nodal scheme relative to a higher-order
scheme (taken here to be the spatially converged diffusion theory result).

2. Various approximations in the reconstruction procedure, specifically the corner flux determi-
nation, the intra-nodal polynomial representations, and the assumption of axial and planar
separability of the intra-nodal distributions.



By introducing these approximations separately (e.g., by first executing the reconstruction using col-
lapsed flux and current information from a high-order reference solution instead of the nodal informa-
tion), the individual sources of error could be quantified.

The reference solutions used in the above tests were obtained by performing nine-group diffu-
sion calculations. The triangular-z option of DIF3D and REBUS-3 was used in these calculations with
very fine triangular and axial meshes. In order to test the validity of the overall nodal diffusion and
reconstruction methods, calculated values of fuel pin burnup have also been compared with experi-
mentally measured values for an IFR test assembly in EBR-II.

IV.A Static Problems

Since the pinwise nuciide densities, power density, burnup, and fluence are calculated using the
reconstructed neutron flux, the flux reconstruction errors are first considered. In order to test the
accuracy of the reconstructed flux and to determine the individual error sources, static calculations
were performed in two and three dimensions.

The nodal and reconstruction schemes were first applied to 2-D (midplane) BOC representa-
tions of 450 and 900 MWt LMR's (see Fig. 1). Results were compared to spatially converged finite-
difference diffusion (FDD) reference solutions obtained using 864 triangular mesh points in each
hexagon (864 tri/hex). The maximum error in reconstructed power density was found to be less than
2% for driver assemblies and about 5% for blanket assemblies. The components of this error attribu-
table to the nodal information, the corner flux calculation, and the planar flux interpolation were found
to be less than 3%, 2%, and 1%, respectively. The reconstructed group fluxes showed similar errors
except for the high-energy fluxes (group 1 and 2 in the nine-group model). The high-energy fluxes
showed relatively high errors, especially near the core periphery, mainly due to the errors in the
nodal solution and the corner flux interpolation.

Reconstruction results have also been obtained for a 3-D BOC model of the 450 MWt LMR, and
for the simplified 3-D BOC representation of the EBR-II core (see Fig. 2). For the 450 MWt LMR (lat-
tice pitch=16 cm), the FDD reference solution was calculated using 150 tri/hex and a 4 cm axial
mesh in the active core zone; the nodal solution was obtained using a 20 cm axial mesh. Maximum
errors in the reconstructed power densities for driver, internal blanket (IB), and radial blanket (RB)
assemblies were 3%, 6%, and 10%, respectively. The largest contribution to these errors is made by
the nodal solution errors, followed by the separability assumption; the planar reconstruction scheme
contributes less than 1% to the error. The maximum (net) errors are lower by a factor of -2 if the
regions adjacent to the top and bottom of the core, where the power density is low, are not consid-
ered. In these regions, the separability assumption is less valid and contributes a significant portion
of the net error; the separability error can be reduced by use of a smaller axial nodal mesh width for
the top and bottom core nodes. The error in the peak local power in each assembly is significantly
lower than the maximum power error; peak powers are predicted to within 1.5% for driver assemblies
and 4% for blanket assemblies.

For the simplified EBR-II 3-D model (lattice pitch=5.91 cm, active core height=34 cm), the FDD
reference solution was determined using 54 tri/hex and a 2.9 cm axial mesh. The nodal solution was
calculated using an axial mesh size of 11.4 cm. The reconstructed power densities agreed with the
reference values to within 3% for all assemblies, with the error being largest adjacent to the core top
and bottom, primarily as a result of the separability approximation. The planar interpolation scheme
and the nodal information are very accurate in this case, primarily because of the relatively small lat-
tice pitch.
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V.B Depletion Problems

Benchmark calculations have also been performed for depletion problems in order to test the
accuracy of the reconstructed burnup characteristics. The reconstruction techniques have been
applied to the three dimensional depletion analyses of the 450 MWt and EBR-II cores. For the 450
MWt core, the benchmark calculations were performed for both a single cycle and a multi-cycle
problem, and the results were compared to those of the fine-mesh (triangular-z) FDD reference solu-
tions obtained by REBUS-3 using a "radial point-depletion" representation. On the other hand, for the
EBR-II core, a multi-cycle analysis had to be performed, and local burnup predictions were com-
pared to experimentally measured values.

The single cycle problem of the 450 MWt core was analyzed starting with the BOC configuration
of an equilibrium cycle and with a cycle length of 474.5 days. The FDD reference fluxes were
obtained using 54 tri/hex and a 4 cm axial mesh; the "radial point depletion" was performed with the
same radial (triangular) depletion mesh as the flux solution, but a coarser (20 cm) axial depletion
mesh. The nodal solution was obtained by the block depletion of each hexagonal node using a 20
cm axial mesh. Table I exhibits the maximum errors (at core midplane) in the reconstructed BOC and
EOC power densities and in the reconstructed EOC nuclide densities for three assemblies (driver,
IB, and RB assemblies located as shown in Table I); the driver and RB assemblies are located in
high flux-gradient positions near the core periphery where the reconstruction errors are known to be
greatest. Note that the maximum error in the EOC nuclide densities is 1.65% (for Pu242 in the RB
assembly), suggesting that pinwise nuclide masses can be accurately predicted for irradiated pins in
the vicinity of the core midplane.

A three-cycle depletion analysis has also been performed for the 450 MWt core; the initial core
configuration represented a BOL core consisting of unirradiated driver and blanket assemblies. The
cycle length was 474.5 days, and the refueling time was 73 days. Features of this calculation
included blanket assembly shuffling, driver and blanket assembly rotation, control rod movement,
and transition from a BOL loading to a representative equilibrium mix of fresh and depleted assem-
blies. The FDD reference fluxes for this problem were obtained using 54 tri/hex and a 4 cm axial
mesh as in the case of the single cycle problem. The reference depletion calculation again employed
a "radial point depletion" option with the same radial (triangular) depletion mesh as the flux solution,
but a coarser (20 cm) axial depletion mesh. The nodal solution was obtained by block depletion for
each of the hexagonal prism nodes using a 20 cm axial mesh.

Table II exhibits the maximum errors in the reconstructed BOC power densities for the three test
assemblies, which are initially located in the same core positions as in the single cycle problem (see
Table III for the shuffling and rotation of these assemblies). Errors in reconstructed power densities
for the driver assembly are seen to be less than 2% at any point in time. Local power density errors
in blanket assemblies are less than 6%, except at BOL (prior to Pu buildup), where the error is as
large as 10 % because of difficulties with accurate prediction of the high-energy fluxes and because
of the large power fraction attributable to (threshold) if36 fission in the absence of Pu. These errors
in blanket assemblies become smaller with increasing exposure and by cycle-3 are similar to the
errors of the equilibrium single-cycle problem previously described; the decrease of error is attribu-
table to the increased power level due to Pu buildup and to the increased power contribution from Pu
fission.

The maximum errors in the reconstructed EOC nuclide densities are shown in Table IV. The
reconstruction errors are less than 1% for all nuclides in the driver assembly, as well as l / 3 5 and
if36 in blanket assemblies. For blanket assemblies, the reconstruction errors for Pu isotopes are
seen to be largest ( -25 % for Pu242) in the first cycle and generally become smaller as depletion
goes on. These large (relative) errors are caused mainly by the small densities and by the accumula-
tion of the errors attributable to misprediction of the densities of the parent isotopes. For example, in



TABLE I

Maximum Errors(%) in Reconstructed Midpiane Power and Nuciide
Densities for the 3-D Single Cycle Problem of the 450 MWt Core

Quantity

Power
Densities

EOC
Nuciide

Densities

BOC
EOC

LP5

If35

PlP*
Pf™
Pf
Pu 2 4 2

Driver
(6,3)a

1.09
0.79

-0.14

-0.02

-0.11

-0.07

-0.07

-0.04

Internal
Blanket
(4,2)

-2.72
-1.23

0.06

0.05

0.19

0.50

0.56

0.46

Radial
Blanket
(7,3)

4.36
2.93

-0.02

-0.02

0.03

-1.01

-1.29

-1.65

a (Ring number, Hexagon number), see Ref. 5 or Ref. 7 for a description
of the numbering convention.

TABLE II

Maximum Errors(%) in Reconstructed BOC Power Densities
for the 3-D Three Cycle Problem of the 450 MWt Core

Assembly
Number

1

"2

3

Axial
Region

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

Cycle
1

-1.08
1.00
1.24
1.45
1.39

-9.58
-8.86
-8.00
-8.09
-8.57

-6.64
6.65
6.95
7.12
6.97

Cycle
2

-1.14
1.05
1.06
1.42
1.52

-4.06
-2.63
-2.68
-2.80
-3.79

3.07
4.07
4.10
4.84
5.25

Cycle
3

-1.32
-1.09
-1.02
0.95
1.18

-1.77
1.99
2.13
2.70
3.56

-3.83
2.90
3.20
3.20
3.80



TABLE III

Shuffling and Rotation of Test Assemblies
for the 3-D Three Cycle Problem of the 450 MWt Core

Assembly

Number

1
2
3

Type

Driver
Blanket
Blanket

Locationa (Rotation*3 )

Cycle 1

6,3 ( 0 )
4,2 ( 0 )
7,3 ( 0 )

Cycle 2

6,3 (120)
4,2 ( 0 )
7,3 ( 0 )

Cycle 3

6,3 (240)
7,3 (180)
4,2 (180)

a Ring number, Hexagon Number
k Counterclockwise Rotation in Degress

TABLE IV

Maximum Errors(%) in Reconstructed EOC Nucllde Densities
for the 3-D Three Cycie Problem of the 45C MWt Core

Isotope

(Z3 8

Pu2 3 9

Pu2 4 0

Pu241

PirAZ

Cycle No.

1

2
3

1

2
3

1

2
3

1

2
3

1

2
3

1

2
3

Assembly 1

0.15

0.20
0.27

-0.02

-0.04
-0.06

-0.12

-0.18
-0.25

-0.12

-0.22
-0.31

-0.19

-0.32
-0.39

-0.09

-0.17
-0.24

Assembly 2

0.27

0.51
0.51

0.04

0.06
0.08

-0.98

-0.85
0.81

-2.84

2.79
2.77

4.31

4.46
4.06

5.70

5.92
4.95

Assembly 3

-0.40

-0.81
-0.77

-0.03

-0.06
-0.07

3.46

3.28
1.37

10.40

10.14
4.09

18.42

17.94
7.07

25.27

24.88
10.59



assembly 3, the Pi/39 density is -150 times smaller than L/238 density at the end of cycle 1 (EOC1).
Since -90 of if3* undergoes the capture reaction, the underprediction of the if36 density by 0.03%
results in ~4 % overprediction of Pif39 even if the flux is known exactly. However, this error is
reduced to 3.46% because of compensating errors in the reconstructed fluxes. The large errors in
the other Pu isotopes can be interpreted in a similar way. On the other hand, the significant reduction
of the reconstruction errors for Pu isotopes in assembly 3 (initially located in a radial blanket position)
at EOC3 is mainly due to the increase in isotope densities. Because of the shuffling at EOC2,
assembly 3 resides in an internal blanket position during the third cycle. Therefore, the Pu production
is increased due to the higher flux level, and the relative errors are reduced. For example, the max-
imum relative error for Pu242 in assembly 3 is reduced to 10.59 % at EOC3 from 24.88 % at EOC2
due to the increase of density from 1.17x1014 to 7.24X1014 ( atomsiar?), even though the absolute
error is increased from 4.70xi014 to 6.83x1014 ( atomslcn?).

The nodal diffusion, depletion, and reconstruction techniques have also been applied to a multi-
cycle depletion analysis of the EBR-II core.13 A five-cycle pin depletion calculation was performed
for an IFR test assembly residing in the core for four cycles (-100 days of total irradiation time). Fuel
pin bumups were computed at several different axial posiiions and compared with the experimentally
measured results. The experimental values were based on measurements of La™9 and A/d148 con-
tent.

Table V shows the C/E (ratio of calculation to experiment) comparisons for three fu3l pins. In
this table, the axial positions are specified as a fraction of the original fuel pin length ( ULQ ). All C/E
values agree to within combined experimental uncertainties ( -6 %}. There appears to be a slight
axial dependence ( -2 - 6 % ) among the C/E values. This axial dependence is less for the binary
{U-Zr) pin than for ternary (U-Pu-Zr) pins, possibly because of a problem in defining ULQ due to
differences in irradiation growth between the pins. It should be emphasized that these limited pin
burnup comparisons are somewhat preliminary and that they represent aggregate tests of the
nuclear data, the core representation, the full-core diffusion/depletion method, and the reconstruction
techniques. For this reason, these results should be interpreted merely as being indicative of the
predictive capability of the overall analysis approach.

TABLE V

C/E Comparisons for Burnup of an IFR Test Assembly in EBR-II

Fuel Pin

No.31 (T167)
( U-19Pu-10Zr )

No.40 (T13)
( U-8Pu-10Zr )

No.13 (T119)
( U-WZr )

0.08
0.57
0.94

0.12
0.57
0.90

0.10
0.45
0.92

CIELa

1.063
1.057
1.019

1.054
1.069
0.991

1.018
1.038
1.010

C/ENd

1.028
1.054
0.978

1.030
1.046
0.982

1.037
1.025
1.001

C<E
Avg

1.045
1.055
0.998

1.042
1.057
0.986

1.028
1.032
1.006



V. CONCLUSION

Techniques have been developed and implemented in a computer code for reconstruction of pin
burnup characteristics from fuel cycle calculations performed using the nodal hexagonal option of the
DIF3D/REBUS-3 code system. Intra-nodal distributions of group fluxes, nuclide densities, power
density, bumup, and fluence are efficiently computed using polynomial shapes constrained to satisfy
nodal information. In order to test the accuracy of the reconstruction schemes, several benchmark
tests have been performed. Initial applications of these techniques have also been made to the anal-
ysis of experimental assemblies in EBR-li, enabling preliminary comparisons of predicted and meas-
ured local bumups.

The test results indicate that the reconstruction schemes are quite accurate, yielding maximum
errors in power densities and nuclide densities that are less than 2% for driver assemblies and less
than 5% for blanket assemblies except for the lower and upper regions where errors are somewhat
larger. The calculated and measured values for local fuel pin burnups in an IFR test assembly in
EBR-II have been shown to agree to within the combined experimental uncertainties. In general, the
largest contribution to the reconstruction error is made by the nodal solution errors, followed by the
assumption of axial and planar separability of the intra-nodal distributions, and the corner flux inter-
polation approximations; the errors due to the planar and axial polynomial expansions are relatively
small. Work is under way at ANL to incorporate Nodal Equivalence Theory''4 in the framework of
the nodal option of DIF3D in order to reduce the nodal solution error.
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